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Abstract Each country is pursuing a specific criminal policy to combat criminal
phenomena which may change with the passage of time. Criminal risk policy is in fact
one of the types of criminal policy that must be adopted to combat the criminal
phenomenon in different societies with a precise and targeted planning and not
merely to be used as a means to advance personal goals and human rights abuses.
Criminal Security Policy will be successful if it will be able to provide public safety
along with violations of some freedoms, and the interests of society are considered
more important than personal resources. Criminal Security Policies are commonly
used to tackle violent and terrorist and espionage crimes, and also is adopted in the
criminal justice system of some countries to combat the criminal phenomenon. In this
regard, we can point to the criminalization of Baqie in Iranian law, extreme and
intense use of temporary detention and violations of defendants' rights, consolidation
of intractably measures to prosecute crimes against security and terrorism in the
United States, disregard for the rights of the wanted defendants on security crimes in
Iranian law. The zero compromise policy is one of the most innovative measures in
the field of criminal policy which the US government has been using for about 30
years. Iran's criminal law has also adopted a sample of this criminal security policy
regarding some driving violations. It should also be noted that the success of a
criminal policy in the United States does not mean that the policy is successful in
Iran, rather the adoption of any criminal policy depends on the current conditions and
circumstances of the Iranian society. Key Words: Criminal Phenomenon, Criminal
Policy, Criminal Risk Policy, Terrorist Crimes, Zero Compromise.
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